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Physical Geography

Time – 3 Hours
Total Marks = 75

Answer five questions selecting one from each section
Marks 5X10=50

1. (a) Discuss in detail the scope of physical Geography?
(Or)
(b) Write about the types of rocks based on mode of formation?

2. (a) What do you understand the cycle of erosion propounded by W.M. Davis?
Explain
(Or)
(b) Discuss the processes of wind and its geomorphological features?

3. (a) Explain various pressure belts of earth?
(Or)
(b) Discuss about structure of atmosphere?

4. (a) What do you understand about precipitation and its forms? Explain?
(Or)
(b) Give a brief note on Climate classification of Köppen?

5. (a) Discuss about configuration of oceanic floors?
(Or)
(b) Write an essay on ocean currents in Indian Ocean?

Section - B
Marks 5X5=25

1. Epeirogenic movements - ఐప్ప్రిజనిక సదైతమ
2. Sea waves - సాయాని కోడువరం
3. Insolation - ఇంసియాలికన్
4. Local winds - లోకల్ విండ్స్
5. Absolute humidity - అబస్ట్రేట్ హండం
6. Evaporation - ఏవిపొరాషన్
7. Weathering causes - వేథరీంగ్ సంకల్పాలు
8. Sea Waves - సాయాని కోడువరం